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trigger warnings
This issue covers some sensitive topics

and may be triggering for some

readers. Each article will be marked

with a specific TW and we advise

readers to seek support if needed.

 

Dear reader, 

Welcome back to Our Words Literary Magazine! 

In this issue, we are exploring the theme of sexism. 
As a system of oppression, sexism consists of
structural and symbolical practices that discriminate,
diminish, and exploit people based on their gender;
targetting especially women and girls. Sexist practices
are rooted in the patriarchal mindset of men's
superiority, entitlement and domination, fostering
misogynistic narratives and contributing to the
normalisation of violent acts, such as public sexual
harassment. 

Our writers problematise this theme through a critical
look into relationships of self and other, and the
cultural dynamics that contribute to this system of
oppression.  

Enjoy your reading!

Renata Guimarães Naso
Editor

*For more information on the

illustrators from this issue, please see

Issue 1 and 2. 

 

https://linktr.ee/AnnaMar
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Posed in the mirror

That body that they sexualise

Sat at the dining table

That body is not recognised

Laid with another

That body is terrified 

In this moment 

That body is anyone’s but mine 

 

They kiss my lips and take my hand 

And decide they’re entitled to it all, as white men are land 

But in my head I know these men 

Do not want the dips, bumps and fat

So I must deal with them

It’s unnatural, unworthy, unhealthy

They just want the best for me

Or do they really want to own me

 

But it’s hidden away now 

Tied in a sweet bow or a chain I can’t remember 

There’s a padlock and a key to swallow 

I’m desirable, innocent and tender

 

They are satisfied 

They can respect me now

No biases to put aside 

Because this is my body 

And the undesired parts are my responsibility 

But the parts that they fucking sexualise

I must hide - keep my dignity

 

With no concept of consent 

They hold the power over my private parts 

And I’m overreacting 

It was casual, there are no broken hearts

But I’m left bleeding because you didn’t realise

That when I didn’t say fuck yes 

And there wasn’t a sparkle in my eyes 

That I didn’t want that 

But most girls go through this I guess

 

Yet I can’t stay silent 

And I will not comply 

This is fucked up rape culture 

And it needs to die 

 

So educate yourself and others

Your friends, sisters, and brothers 

And believe survivors 

Because to you he might seem a nice guy 

But don’t doubt what he’s capable of

Not seen through your eyes

 

Take back your power and remember 

That body is yours to cherish forever 
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That Body
Written by NAOMI GRACE WILKINSON

Illustration by MOL UNDERWOOD  

TW body objectification and sexualisation,
sexual violence, rape culture, trauma



One of the chapters of the novel Tar Baby, written by Nobel prize

winning author Toni Morrison, begins with this powerful imagery:

‘The black girls in New York City were crying [...] crying, crying

girls split into two parts by their tight jeans, screaming at the top

of their high, high heels, straining against the pull of their braids

and the fluorescent combs holding their hair’.(1) In this passage

Morrison writes from the perspective of a small-town Black man,

Son. After having spent years on the run, working on a boat and

living in the Caribbean, he has returned to cosmopolitan America.

This is Son’s first impression upon arriving in New York. He thinks he

can see through the Black girls in New York, to the core of their

being, where their inner suffering is laid bare. Behind ‘plum lipstick

and the thin grey lines over their eyes’, he sees tears. ‘Who did this

to you? Who has done this thing to you?’, Son asks. Given the

emphasis on the girls’ physical experience, a knee-jerk response to

this question is ‘the beauty industry’. These girls seem to be crying

and straining against beauty norms. Their jeans slice them down

the middle, and fluorescent combs yank their hair from its roots. 

In The Beauty Myth, Naomi Wolf addresses the damaging nature of

beauty norms. Wolf argues that socially constructed beauty norms

- which demand that women must spend a lot of time, money and

effort to be considered ‘beautiful’ - are a ‘poison’ to female

liberation. Encouraged by advertisers, these norms lead to ‘self-

hatred, physical obsessions, terror of ageing, and dread of lost

control’.(2) Wolf explains how false ideals of beauty are contrived

by consumer capitalism. Buy this product, follow this fitness

regime, style your hair like this, the messaging suggests - then

you’ll truly be beautiful. 

T H E  B E A U T Y  M Y T H

N E E D S  A  N E W  F A C E
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ARTICLE

While the feminist book is still
relevant in challenging sexism 
in the beauty industry, our 
writer explains how it fails to
acknowledge the experiences 
of Black women.

Written by EVIE NICHOLS 
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In addition to this, Wolf does not consider

racial dimensions in the concept of

feminine beauty. This is apparent at the

end of the first chapter, where she argues

that injustice in the workplace is

presented to a woman as ‘a part of her’,

as much as ‘her height, her hair colour,

and the shape of her face’.(9) The

absence of ‘the colour of her skin’ here

suggests that Wolf assumes a colour-blind

vision of femininity. This is compounded by

the fact that she does not consider how

the beauty myth often puts a different kind

of pressure on women of colour. Even

today, African women and women of

African origin are still sold hair

straightening products to conform to a

white standard of beauty. At the same

time, skin lightening products are

widespread across the globe. Writer Julian

Vigo explains how the myth that lighter

skin is ‘better’ is even spread by Black-

owned companies, as ‘cultural myths are

extremely hard to break down’. 

As the academic Sally Markowitz argues,

the racial dimensions of femininity have

slipped below (white) cultural awareness;

this prevents us from seeing how race and

gender intersect.(10) Sociologist Kathy

Deliovsky takes this further by making the

case for a ‘normative white femininity’,

reinforced by European imperialism and

colonialism, which represents the

‘benchmark’ woman as white.(11)

       Perhaps somewhat contradictorily,

Wolf maintains that women can re-

appropriate the idea of beauty for self-

empowerment. For Wolf, ‘beauty’ holds the

‘promise of confidence, sexuality and the

self-regard of a healthy individuality’.(3) In

contrast, Morrison believed that ‘the

concept of physical beauty as a virtue is

one of the dumbest, most pernicious and

destructive ideas of the Western world’.

Although she did not consider herself a

feminist, this argument is more in line with

the second-wave feminist view that

‘standards of beauty are patriarchal

imperatives, which oppress women’. 

The Beauty Myth explains how the beauty

industry is a form of social coercion which,

in the words of Wolf, is ‘seeking right now

to undo psychologically and covertly all the

good things that feminism did for women

materially’.(4) Sexism is deeply embedded

in this concept. A new study published in

the Journal of Personality and Social

Psychology shows that social pressure on

women to look beautiful is motivated by

sexism - and leads to gender

discrimination at work. The participants

who agreed with statements like ‘a woman

who wants to be beautiful and attractive

can be so if she invests time, effort and

money’ were more likely to hold sexist,

patriarchal beliefs.(5) In this way, the

beauty myth feeds into the hands of a

corporate, male-driven power structure. 

>> However, The Beauty Myth does not answer

Son’s question as to why the Black girls in

New York are crying. Although these girls

are certainly living under the pressures of

female beauty, they cannot be living the

same myth as originally conceived by Wolf.

This is because The Beauty Myth implicitly

ignores the lived experiences of Black

women. At one point in the book, Wolf

argues that just as a Black male employee

can say that ‘he should not have to look

more white in order to keep his job’, a

female employee should have the right to

prefer to ‘look like herself’ instead of a

‘beautiful young stranger’.(6) In this

discussion, she fails to acknowledge how a

Black woman may experience the double

burden of these racist and sexist pressures

in the workplace. At another point, Wolf

establishes a rhetorical equivalence

between racism and sexism, arguing that

‘airbrushing age off women’s faces has the

same political echo that would resound if

all positive images of blacks were routinely

lightened’.(7) This challenges one of the

central tenets of intersectional feminism,

drawn up by scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw(8)

- the idea that all inequality is not created

equal. Intersectionality refers to how

different forms of oppression, for example

racism and sexism, intersect in a structural

way; this can lead to certain people

experiencing multiple sources of

oppression. 

O U R  W O R D S  
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           In direct response to The Beauty Myth, Deliovsky argues that

we should move away from its ‘race-neutral’ (read: white) view of

feminine beauty, which obscures how whiteness is a mark of

power. The Beauty Myth is relevant and important in its attack on

the sexist beauty industry, but it should be seen through an

intersectional lens. If ‘the Black girls in New York were crying’, it’s

not just because of gender expectations - it’s also due to racial

oppression. Their tears are distinctly female and Black, and they

come from a deep well. 

How can Wolf’s concept of the beauty myth be expanded, then, to

consider the overlap between racism and sexism? The first step to

answering this question involves understanding how the beauty

myth impacts women of colour. To do so, it’s helpful to return to Tar

Baby. Morrison was acutely aware of the ‘colonizing effects of

white female beauty on a black girl and her community’.(12)

Jadine, one of the main characters in the novel, is a light-skinned

Black model who has internalised white beauty standards.(13) In

the modelling world, she is known as the ‘copper venus’. The

scholar Malin LaVon Walther argues that this alias draws a parallel

to a Roman goddess (‘venus’), but with ‘dark skin tacked on, as if it

made no difference’ (‘copper’).(14) As a result, it ‘presupposes a

universal standard of female beauty which is actually based on

white criteria’.(15)

Like the Black girls in NY, Jadine is ‘split into two parts’. One half of

her feels the pull of consumer culture and the beauty myth, while

the other is drawn towards a notion of Black authenticity.(16)

Throughout the book, Jadine is plagued with the idea that she is

not a ‘true’ Black woman. A woman she encountered in a grocery

store with ‘skin like tar’ disturbs her sense of identity. Jadine sees

this woman through the internalised sexist lens of the beauty myth,

referring to her as an ‘unphotographable beauty’ who is ‘much too

tall’, while ‘there was too much hip, too much bust’. Yet everyone in

the store, including Jadine, is transfixed by her. This woman has a

natural beauty that exists in contrast to the beauty myth - and

Jadine. Her encounter with this woman is a source of angst: it

threatens Jadine’s sense of identity. This shows how Jadine’s

internalisation of the beauty myth impacts her in a way which is

unique to her position as a light-skinned Black woman.
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“Somehow, somewhere, someone must have
figured out that women will buy more things if

they are kept in the self-hating, ever-failing,
hungry and sexually insecure state of being

aspiring ‘beauties’”  Naomi Wolf

TITLE Tar Baby
AUTHOR Toni Morrison
PUBLISHER Chatto & Windus 
YEAR 1981
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Fiction
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        However, the sexism that Jadine experiences - and

internalises - due to the beauty myth also, in some ways,

crosses racial lines of division; it simply relates to being a

woman. While Son is leafing through a fashion magazine

featuring Jadine, the look on his face makes her smile. This

suggests that Son’s appreciation of her photos gives Jadine

the validation and sense of self-worth she is searching for.

Wolf writes that the beauty myth renders women ‘vulnerable to

outside approval, carrying the vital organ of self-esteem

exposed to the air’ as female identity is based on beauty.(17)

Some feminists may see this as internalisation of object status:

Jadine has absorbed the objectification of women popularised

by consumer culture and now objectifies herself. This fits into

the broader picture of a patriarchal system in which men

objectify and women are objectified - or, as writer John

Berger put it, ‘men look at women’ and ‘women watch

themselves being looked at’.(18) The same could apply to ‘the

Black girls in New York’: they do not see the world through

their own misty eyes, blurred by tears, rather they are seen by

men. Irrespective of racial identity, the beauty myth

encourages all women to live in the male gaze.

If we are to understand the role of consumer culture in

perpetuating both sexism and racism, we must consider the

racialised dimensions of the myth of female beauty. More

specifically, it is crucial to understand how the impacts of this

myth are in some ways shared, and in other ways vary,

depending on race. Significantly, this can lead to Black

women facing a double burden of racism and sexism. In Tar

Baby, beauty norms tear both Jadine and the Black girls in NY

apart. This article has shown that consumerist beauty norms

are inherently destructive. Not only do they feed into a sexist

system of objectification of women, but they also lead to the

pressure to conform to a white standard of beauty.

For me, the ultimate question is this: how can we move away

from these ideals in a society where they are the norm? We

need a revised, racially inclusive version of The Beauty Myth.

This could take up Wolf’s fearsome challenge to the beauty

industry, but expand her vision of womanhood to include

women of colour, and discussions around the intersections of

racism, sexism and other systems of oppression. Give it the

same body but a new face.
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Evie is in her second year of university,

studying History and French. She is an

intersectional feminist who believes that the

prevalence of PSH reflects something which

is deeply wrong with our society - it must be

stopped! 

meet our
writer 
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The adoring critics’ comments and praise on the

cover of Bernardine Evaristo’s Girl, Woman, Other

are all entirely deserved. It’s undoubtedly a ‘deeply

humane’ (The New York Times), moving story that

‘brims with vitality’ (Financial Times) and sparkles

with ‘crackling originality’ (Vogue). Evaristo deals

with complex issues in our society today, not only

making her work incredibly readable but also

irresistibly up-to-date. 

The book focuses on 12 Black women (non-binary, in

Morgan’s case) navigating their lives in different

decades in Britain. The interweaving experiences of

the characters are as authentic and sensitive as it is

gripping. Evaristo handles topics sensitively and

forcibly denies the reader the option of shying away

from them. We witness a particularly poignant

moment where the reader observes two sides to an

incident of sexual assault: a withdrawn, traumatised

victim; and an oblivious, unknowing parent who

wonders why their child suddenly never wants to

leave their room. The use of line breaks at such

moments highlights the fragmented chaos of the

character’s experience, as her ownership of her

body appears to be stripped away from her. 

TW sexual assault, misogyny, mental health, racism, grief

REVIEW

BLACK WOMXN
IN BRITAIN
BLACK WOMXN
IN BRITAIN

Written by HARRIET NORRIS

The award-winning
book exploring
experiences of racism,
gender and sexuality.
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          Evaristo similarly addresses other challenges faced by

Black women in Britain such as racial prejudice. One relationship

that is explored within the novel is that of Carole and her

mother Bummi. Carole, in trying to blend in at her ‘posh’

university, focuses less on her cultural heritage, and later faces

discrimination in her job as a banker. Bummi, who cannot

understand why Carole seems intent on rejecting her Nigerian

roots, as a result, feels cut off and separated from her daughter,

to whom she has always felt close. Through learning about both

characters’ backgrounds, we understand why Carole and Bummi

react the way they do, and how their experiences have led to

these separate approaches to coping with the racism they face

in society. 

Evaristo's free-flowing speech, lack of punctuation and

capitalisation - almost reminiscent at first of Virginia Woolf -

constitutes the lack of formal ordering to the text and pages.

Each chapter is devoted to one specific character. Evaristo

structures the chapters so that, at first, we are introduced to

only a perception of the character, only to be invited to explore

the character's life and story in detail later on in the book.

Through giving us multiple points of view, Evaristo could be

warning us to not judge a character purely based on how they

are seen by others, as they do not always have the full picture.

The reader should take the time to understand a character’s

backstory and experiences, and form their own opinions on what

the character is really like, before appraising them through

another’s eyes.
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Evaristo presents each character as expressive and unique,

through a vibrant and fluid narration. Evaristo brilliantly adopts

the tone and language of each character. For example, using

over-the-top, pretentious speech when looking at the fresh-out-

of-uni graduate Yazz, and seeming more reserved and quietly

intuitive in the chapter focusing on Winsome, a young bride who

arrived from Barbados in the 50s who later finds herself

unfulfilled, longing for a real relationship. As with any book that

features multiple complex and detailed characters, it can

become a little confusing closer to the end when they all

interlink. My advice to this would be not to get bogged down too

much by the many characters and links. Each individual story

within the novel has its own significance to wider messages

about race, sexuality and living as a Black woman (or non-binary

person) in Britain. 

As a white person reading this, I felt incredibly moved by the

stories of each character. Yet, I became more aware of how

much further we - as white people - still have to go in truly

understanding what it is like to grow up or have grown up Black

in Britain. The immigration stories within this novel were

especially touching and seem all the more relevant given the

immigration legislation currently being discussed in the Houses

of Parliament. I would wholeheartedly recommend this book; a

worthy winner of the Booker Prize 2019. You should read this, if

not for the beautiful, poetic way it is written but for the

perceptive and insightful way it navigates issues such as gender,

sexuality and race.

book information
TITLE Girl, Woman, Other 
AUTHOR Bernardine Evaristo
PUBLISHER Hamish Hamilton
YEAR 2019
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Fiction
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I asked the boy what he wanted to be…

I want to go far and to reach for the stars.

I want to be a superhero on their way

To Mars.

Or a prince who saves girls.

I want to be a firefighter who stops

Destruction from spreading.

Or a secret agent solving crime.

 

I asked the girl what she wanted to be…

After she had:

Consumed movies of stunning princesses,

Being saved from towers;

Watched her mother do the cooking, cleaning and childcare,

Unpaid for her long hours;

Heard women judge others who don’t

Fit the traditional standard,

Asking why they don’t want children as if they don’t

Speak the same language.

She had to face questions reserved for women:

Who will cook for your husband if you don’t?

When are you going to have kids?

 

She replied: What if I could do whatever I want, then would you be asking me this?

WHO
WOULD YOU
RATHER BE?

POETRY

 Written by  ELLA DUNTHORNE 
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For the longest time,
Lalita had been sure her
mother would never be
happy, and they would 
be stuck with her
father forever. That all
changes when she
turns six years old.

The first time Lalita remembered seeing her mother cry was when
she was six years old. She had been watching the night’s sky,
unable to sleep. It was the middle of a winter’s night. The moon
and stars were dotted across the midnight black sky, sprinkling
whispery light onto empty streets. There was a ghostly mist
settling over her road, and the streetlamps beamed, lighting up
the way for anyone coming home late.

Downstairs, her parents were arguing. 

“Why are you like this?” her mother, Priyanka, shouted, “Why are
you nothing but cruel?” 

“I am not cruel,” her father, Varun, laughed. His laugh was bitter;
there was an edge to his voice. Lalita could picture his face. His
tawny-brown skin, coupled with his honey brown eyes, full beard
and messy black hair, made him look like a young, regal prince.
But her father was anything but. When he was angry, which was a
lot of the time, there was a darkness that fell over his face, a
sinister mist that cast over his eyes.

Her father came from a wealthy family. His mother was a GP, and
his father was a practice manager. They were a family of burying
their problems and taking them out on others. Lalita had seen the
way her grandfather treated her grandmother, with disdain and
bitterness. A trait that they had seemingly passed down to their
son. 

Priyanka had said it wasn’t always this way. That once, he had
been nice, caring even. They had met at university and fallen in
love. Lalita wondered if that had been a lie and if he was like a
villain in a fairy tale that tricks the unsuspecting princess before
he stabs her in the back and gains control of her life. 

“Yes, you are cruel! You have never cared for our daughter. You
talk down to me all the time,” Priyanka snapped. “All I asked of
you today was to help with the cooking, and you’ve kicked off.
You are lazy, arrogant, and a nightmare to be married to.” 

Lalita closed her eyes. All she had ever wanted was for her
parents to be happy together, but she knew that would never
happen. Most days, they tolerated each other. Often, her dad
was at her mother's throat, but she stood her ground. It wasn’t
fair. Lalita could see her friends’ parents after school, when they’d
pick them up, how happy they were together. She wondered if it
was a show, like the ones her parents put on in public or with
other family members. 

Was anyone ever really happy? She didn’t know. 

But she knew that her mum was the strongest, most beautiful
woman she had ever known. Sure, she thought that because
Priyanka was her mum. But mostly for all that her mum had to put
up with. There were times where Lalita woke up in the middle of
the night to screams and her mother’s bruised face in the window
as she was taken in the ambulance. She would always come
home in tears with a black eye or an arm in a cast. Those
memories were like violent flashes; like the lightning hitting the
ocean in the distance. They would light up behind her eyes and
disappear as quickly as they came. 

VA L U EV A L U EV A L U E
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Written by ASHA ASKOOLAM 

Illustration by  JENNIFER MCDONALD



         “You have beaten me, cursed me with
every disease possible and made me feel
like shit our entire marriage,” Priyanka said.
Lalita could hear the pain in her mother’s
voice. “You complain that I don’t work
enough, that I am lazy and dependent. But
have you seen yourself?” 

Lalita moved from the window to the top of
the stairs and sat down, listening. She didn’t
know why her mother stayed with him.

It didn’t matter that Priyanka was the sole
earner in the family for a long time. She put
the deposit down for the house, and she
bought their family car. But her father
praised himself for being the one who
earned more and, in his eyes, contributed
more. Not to mention that it was not valued
that Priyanka carried Lalita, gave birth to her
and was the primary caregiver of her after
that, while also managing to work part-time.

“Why can’t you work more hours? What do
you do all day?” her father scoffed, “you
probably just sit around doing nothing.”

“Sit around? I take care of our daughter
when you’re at work. I cook, I maintain this
house, I take her to school and bring her
home. I spend time with her. I actually have
a relationship with her, Varun,” Priyanka
said, her voice strong and clear.
Unwavering. “And if you have forgotten, I
was working full-time, I was a full-time
professor, but you made it so hard for me to
continue working full-time.”

“No, I did not,” Varun ridiculed. His voice was
unbothered, detached. Lalita wondered if
he had any emotions at all. “I never stopped
you.”

“Yes, you did. You wouldn’t work from home.
You refused to be a stay at home dad after
Lali was born. Would it hurt your masculinity?
And you most certainly didn’t want to pay
for a childminder,” Priyanka snapped, “it was
always too much money. I had no other
choice but to give up, yet another part of my
life, for you.”
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         “I had dreams, I had goals,” Priyanka said. “I wanted to

continue working, I wanted to become head of the

department. But if I had not given it up, who would take care

of Lali? She would’ve been alone, with no one. I am all she

has. If you were not willing to compromise, why did you have a

child? Why did you get married? Why didn’t you just stay

alone? I gave up so much of my life, and you’ve given me

nothing.” 

 

“Well, if you’re so unhappy, why don’t you just leave?”

Priyanka laughed. Lalita could picture her mother’s face. This

wasn’t her usual laugh, not the one that met her eyes and lit

up her face. This one was darker, sarcastic, and bitter. “You

never let me before. You made it so that you had more money

than me. It was your way of controlling me. I never had

enough money to leave you, and I could never go on holiday

on my own, or travel because you control all the finances. You

kept me here, in this house, to do your bidding. I have lived a

miserable life with you for six years, and I’m done.”

With that, Priyanka walked away, leaving him downstairs to

swear and drink himself to sleep. She found Lalita at the top

of the stairs, hugging her teddy bear.

“Don’t worry, Lali. We’re getting out of here tomorrow.” And

finally, the tears fell.

When Lalita was ten years old, her mother went back to full-

time work. After leaving Varun, Priyanka had moved them

away, divorced him with the help of her parents and finally

started living. She was free. If it weren't for her parents, she

would have still been trapped there with him, with no money

of her own, unable to see the world, or a future for herself, like

many women who are confined in violent relationships. 

“Lali, promise me one thing?” Priyanka said as she was getting

ready for her first day back as a full-time member of staff. Her

mother taught Classical Civilisations to university students. It

was her passion, and Lalita could tell she was happy because

there was a bounce in her step and a light in her eyes that she

hadn’t seen for a very long time.

“What, mama?” Lalita asked. She was sitting down on her

mother’s bed. Priyanka had moved them into a small

apartment after saving for four years living at her parents'

house. It was enough for the two of them; cute and homely,

with bright walls and curtains. A place that Lalita always felt

safe in, thanks to her mother.  

“Promise me that when you grow up, you will try to earn more

or the same wage as your partner and never give it up, not for

anyone?”, Priyanka said. “Don’t compromise your happiness,

job, or life for someone else. Make sure you can survive on

your own.” 

She knelt in front of Lalita. Priyanka’s kind, dark brown eyes were

dancing for the first time in years, and there was a glow to her

sun-kissed, golden russet skin. A deep, rich gold undertone that

seemed to burn against the brown.

“I promise,” Lalita said. It was a lot to put on a child’s shoulders,

and Lalita didn’t truly understand what it meant at that age, but

she felt it was her mother's way of protecting her.

“Good,” Priyanka smiled, nudging Lalita’s nose. “Now, hair up or

down?”

It was a question Lalita found herself wondering many times

later on in life. She had kept her promise to her mother. She had

worked hard at school and went to university to study English

Literature. After university, she gained an apprenticeship with a

publishing house and, after that, a full-time position.

It took her many years, but as she grew with experience and

merit, she proved herself of value and expertise to the company.

She was an asset that they couldn’t replace. She had always

imagined that the climb would be tiring, much like hiking up a

hill or a mountain. And no matter how far she travelled, how

high she got, there would be someone there to knock her back

down.

“Are you sure this is the position for you?”

“What if you want to settle down and have a family? Will you

give it up?”

“Your body clock is ticking. No man will want an older woman

who can’t have children because she waited too long.”

“But aren’t you unhappy, being alone?”

“How are you going to pay your debt to mother nature if you

don’t have children?”
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           She had learnt to ignore these questions from nosey

aunties who had nothing better to do than give unwanted

opinions on her life. More often than not, it was men who were

scared or, rather, intimidated by her independence. When she

was a child she never understood why her mother had said it

was best to earn more, be financially independent and take

care of herself. She did now. 

No one would ever be able to take that away from her. They

would never be able to squash her dreams, keep her trapped at

home, and control her through the 'lack of money' narrative.

Lalita liked her life; she lived alone with her dog, had a car and

paid for her own livelihood. She was comfortable and didn’t

need anyone to fill a hole in her life. She was whole, on her

own. 

Life had taught Lalita many lessons. The lives women led in

comparison to men would be harder. Women not only went

through so much with their bodies but would be ridiculed,

looked down upon and sexualised their whole lives. They were

expected to be perfect, to be quiet, because who wants a

woman who speaks her mind and takes care of herself? Women

were told to accept that abuse, rape, and sexism would just be

the norm. They were seen as baby-makers, and somehow

expected to hold down a full-time job, or if not, go part-time

one, because their husbands wouldn’t stay at home to look

after their children.

But Lalita knew her value, and anyone else’s opinion didn't really

matter.

 

 There was a knock at her office door. “Lalita, your four o’clock

is here.”

Lalita turned in her swivel chair. She looked just like her mother,

except her eyes were slightly darker and her lips fuller. Her hair

was down today. She caught herself in the mirror. The years

had been kind to her, though she was far more mature than she

had been when starting in this profession. Though the suit was

old, she had tailored it to fit her body and updated it slightly. It

was her mother’s old suit, a dark purple with a cinched waist

and slim-fitting trousers. She thought she would commemorate

her mother for all she had sacrificed for her, for always putting

her first. This was her way of saying, ‘I did it, mum! I made it.

Just like you said.’

She looked at the sign on her door. Lalita Mistry: Commissioning

Editor. The sunlight trickled in from the window, lighting up the

black writing against the gold. Her mother was proud. 

“Yes, yes, send them in,” she smiled.
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Our Books Now is the Our Streets Now (OSN)
campaign’s very own book club. It's an
opportunity for the OSN community to engage
with one another. 

Our Books Now’s primary aim is collective
learning. It appreciates its members’ experiences,
knowledge and interests. 

Our Books Now suggests one book every month
for members to read on feminism, mental health,
VAWG, human rights, and social structures. 

To decolonise knowledge production and
knowledge-sharing, we aim to celebrate non-
English authors and stories and promote books
written in other languages, as well as English
ones.

 about us 

coming up 

Follow us

@ourbooksnow @ourstreetsnowbookclub ourstreetsnow.org/
our-books-now

ourbooksnowosn@outlook.com

We’re looking for new voices. If you’ve got something to say and
want your work to be featured, send a short pitch about the
piece(s) you want to write to our email.  Don’t forget to include:
          
A few lines explaining what your piece is about and why you
want to write it. 
Your chosen format: book review, article (based on a topic in 
a book), chronicle or poetry 
Examples of your work and CV 
(if any, not essential) 

Calling all writers!

*past events are available on Instagram IGTV 

https://www.instagram.com/ourbooksnow/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ourstreetsnowbookclub/
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